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Requirements of the prompt action to
environmental change
Managers need to know in a timely manner the quantitative and economical 
effect of the company’s correspondence to environmental change. 

LP Applications for Process Industries
Good tool for case study, business model for enterprise. But, technical 
knowledge is required for creation of LP model, and creation/change takes time.

・determining the best balance of quantity with the global optimal view
・model including volume and money
・solving problems with complicated selection and tradeoff

・Business planning is restricted to a specialist.
・Large-scale and complicated formulization takes time.

Introduction 



Purpose

To aidTo aid decisiondecision--making suitable for making suitable for 
environmental change,environmental change,

we offer the we offer the planplanningning simulation platform simulation platform 
where everyone can understand and a share.where everyone can understand and a share.

Visual modeling process
Simulation which does not need special knowledge

→Reducing the planning of LT by information share and joint work
Flexible modeling

According to the purpose, the model design is flexible
→Correspondence in change of various environment is possible

GUI in Excel
Simple and smooth operation 

→Practical connectivity with business system is high
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Function Outline

What is an LP Visual Model?

To draw Process Flow
+

Input Table Data

《Function Flow》
①LP model is automatically created 

from process flow and table data
②Optimization by Solver
③To display the activity

LP Model File

Process Flow Table Data

LP Model
Creation

Conversion File

Optimization
Solver

Solution File

Manual inputManual input

User

Excel Excel



Drawing Process Flow

Supplier → Box ‘Buy’ (cost)
Customer → Box ‘Sell’ (prize)
Machines → Box ‘Mixer’ (cost, balance)

→ Box ‘Separator’ (cost, balance)
→ Box ‘Blender’ (cost, quality)

Pipes → Lines

Buy

Separator

Sell

Blender

Mixer

Separator

Branch/Joint

Jump



Input Table Data

Box Output

Box Input

Operation Cost →

Output
Lower/Upper Bounds

Input/Output Balance data
Separator … input gives to output rate 
Mixer … output constitutes input rate

Input Lower
Upper Bounds



Objective function

max Σ Price * Product

－ Σ COST_purchase * Material

－ Σ COST_operation * Production

－ Σ COST_storage * Stock

－ Σ COST_transportation * Transportation

Subject to

Box_Output = A * Box_Input for all Box

Lower_Bounds <= Box_Output <= UpperBounds for all Box

Lower_Bounds <= Box_Input <= UpperBounds for all Box

・ A ： Input/Output Balance data

Mathematical model①



‘Sell’ Table

‘Buy’ Table

‘Separator’ Table

Mathematical model ②

Objective function
7.1*LPG + 6*NAP + 9*GASO + 8.5*KERO + 8*BFUEL + 7.5*CFUEL
－4.5*CR1 －5.0*CR1 －5.5*CR1 
－0.4*CR1 －0.4*CR1 －0.4*CR1 

Subject to
<Balance expression>
TLPG = 0.03*CR1 + 0.02*CR2
TNAP = 0.19*CR1 ＋ 0.25*CR2 + 0.13*CR3
SW       = 0.02*CR1 ＋ 0.05*CR2 + 0.02*CR3
TKERO  = 0.22*CR1 ＋ 0.30*CR2 + 0.20*CR3
RC1      = 0.54*CR1
RC2      = 0.38*CR2
RC3      = 0.65*CR3
<Bounds>
400 <= CR1
100 <= CR2 <= 400
100 <= CR2 <= 200
<Capacity constrain>
CR1 + CR2 + CR3 <= 1000        



LP file and Conversion file

FileName_BoxName_LineName_BoxName_Term

matches all lines on process flow
and internal variablesLP file



To display the activity①



To display the activity②



Network Model



Conclusion

This tool is the planning simulation platform 
Good understanding for anyone

The burden by speciality is mitigated by automating LP modeling 
portion
According to the purpose, a model design is flexible
Scenario creations and change of simulations are easy
The time that decision-making takes in a speedy simulation 
environment is shortened significantly



Thank you, for your attention!


